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Abstract
Environmental dynamism is gaining ground as a driving force for enterprise transformation. To address the changes, the 
capabilities of digital enterprises need to adapt. Capability modeling can facilitate this process of transformation. However, 
a plethora of approaches for capability modeling exist. This study explores how concepts relevant to change have been 
implemented in the meta-models of these approaches, aiming to visualize relationships among change-related concepts, 
and identify ways to improve capability modeling toward a more efficient depiction of capability change. The concepts are 
visualized in concept maps, and a framework is developed to assist the classification of concepts relevant to change func-
tions. Similarities and differences among the existing models are discussed, leading to suggestions toward improvements of 
capability modeling for capability adaptation.

Keywords Capability · Enterprise modeling · Change · Adaptability · Transformation

1 Introduction

Every modern organization is facing the challenge of adapt-
ing to environmental dynamism, which is a significant fac-
tor that triggers and drives change processes on a regular 
basis. The most challenging part of managing changes that 
originate from the environment of the organization is that 
they are often unpredictable and sudden, yet they require a 
response that is not only efficient, but also immediate [1]. 
In addition, the dependence of organizations on informa-
tion systems (IS) is on the rise. IS are an innate part of the 
business. Therefore, any discussion about organizations that 
need to be highly adaptive also refers to highly adaptive IS, 
which need to be constantly available and adapting to chang-
ing environmental conditions and requirements [2].

As a response to this situation, dynamically adaptive IS 
emerged exhibiting degrees of variability depending on user 
requirements and contextual run-time fluctuations. These 
systems are built with several predefined variation points, 
and depending on the state of the context, a suitable variant 
is selected to realize a variation point [2].

It is required for any modern IS to be able to deliver 
business value in accordance with contextual variations, for 
example, user preferences, business models of suppliers, 
local legislations, resource pricing or location [1]. Further-
more, even if adapting single aspects of an organization is 
important, the ultimate goal of an adaptive organization is 
to adapt what it is capable of. The concept of capability 
encompasses a wide spectrum of concepts and associations 
among different aspects of an organization. Therefore, an 
organization that desires to be flexible requires capability 
modeling approaches that address the adaptive and dynamic 
nature of its capabilities.

A plethora of capability modeling techniques and meth-
ods exist that employ different sets of concepts in their meta-
models in order to reflect the nature of the capabilities of an 
organization. However, despite the fact that the concept of 
capability is used with relative conceptual consistency, dif-
ferent purposes for developing these modeling techniques 
result in different sets of concepts [3], and hence, signifi-
cantly different meta-models.
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The objectives of this paper are (1) to analyze how the meta-
models represent capability adaptability and (2) to present 
findings and suggestions for improving modeling of capability 
adaptation. As a part of this work, a framework is developed 
to facilitate the identification and classification of the elements 
related to change before exploring their relationships in depth.

This study is a follow-up on our initial study [4] and 
contains extended analysis of how the existing approaches 
support modeling of capability change. More precisely, this 
study extends our previous work by enriching the back-
ground and related research and elaborating on a detailed 
step-wise presentation of methodology, including process 
models of the research, in order to position this study within 
its research context, clarify the research process and, in par-
ticular the classification of concepts, and address the valid-
ity issues of the study. The study has also been extended 
with the addition of an analysis of the development context 
related to organizational change of the capability meta-
models using their developers’ perspectives as stated in the 
papers that the meta-models were introduced in.

The results are extended by including statistical analysis 
of the capability meta-models to improve the general under-
standing of the field, a more detailed presentation of the 
concept maps that have been used to visualize the concept 
set derived from the literature review and the analysis of 
one of the maps to illustrate the value and convenience of 
visualizing a network of concepts. Additionally, in compari-
son with [4], the results are extended with an application of 
the classification method on one of the meta-models used 
as an illustrative example to depict how the concepts are 
associated to specific functions of capability change, and the 
outcome of the classification has been used to create specific 
concept maps based on the classification. The function-spe-
cific concepts maps and concept sets provide deeper insight 
on how the existing capability meta-models are depicting 
adaptive attributes of capabilities. Finally, the discussion has 
been extended to reflect on the extended findings.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 
presents an overview of the concepts of interest for this 
study and related literature. Section 3 provides an overview 
of the research process and methods employed for the col-
lection and analysis of the meta-models. Section 4 presents 
the results in terms of concept maps and a description of 
how the meta-models support functions of capability adapta-
tion. Section 5 discusses the findings and suggests possible 
improvements. Section 6 presents concluding remarks.

2  Background and related research

The notion of capability has been defined in various ways 
in the literature. For example, Grabis et  al. [5] defined 
that capability “is the ability and capacity that enables an 

enterprise to achieve a business goal in a certain context.” It 
assumes that capability is always defined by certain intention 
(goal), a defined operational context, and means of achiev-
ing the goal. According to the literature search, no studies 
similar to this one have been conducted before. However, 
there have been studies that can be considered related, hav-
ing as main topics capability modeling, capability as used in 
enterprise architecture, and the dimensions of adaptability.

It should be noted that despite being relevant to change, 
the term “dynamic capability” [6, 7], which has been 
widely used, especially in management literature, has been 
eschewed on purpose in this study, because it can be consid-
ered as relatively imprecise [8]. We consider that the term 
refers to strategic capabilities in contrast to operational 
capabilities [9]. Both types can be adaptive or not and, in 
addition, the focus of this study is on exploring how adapt-
ability of capabilities is modeled and not on the differences 
between strategic and operational management as reflected 
in capability modeling.

Modeling capability is an ongoing research topic. Koç 
[10] has conducted a systematic mapping of methods of 
modeling, designing and developing capabilities, identify-
ing that having a resource-based view and changing environ-
ments were the main motivations for using the concept of 
capability. Development approaches and frameworks were 
the main solution artifacts from the research. It was also 
found that methodological support for capability manage-
ment was scarce and finally, the finding that was considered 
the most important, was that enterprise models were only 
exploited to some extent. In another study, Koç et al. [11] 
performed a systematic literature review on context mod-
eling, being an essential element of capability management, 
and identified the lack of methodology or language to model 
context.

To some degree, the concept of capability has found its 
way into enterprise architecture. Zdravkovic et al. [3, 12] 
analyzed how the concept of capability is employed in vari-
ous business architecture, enterprise architecture, enterprise 
modeling and business analysis frameworks. The results 
state that the concept is used in a similar way, i.e., to repre-
sent the ability to achieve a certain result, in all the studied 
frameworks. There are, however, significant differences in 
the point of focus around capabilities which is a result of the 
different purposes of the frameworks, e.g., in [13], the focus 
is on the strategic viewpoint of capabilities which results in 
including the concept of goal.

Capability adaptations have been addressed in such terms 
as business services, business process variants and deliv-
ery adjustments. The purpose of capability delivery adjust-
ments is to change capability delivery as a response to the 
changing context and delivery performance without the need 
to redesign the capability and underlying IS [14]. Another 
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study concerning manufacturing systems also emphasized 
the importance of dynamic reconfiguration of capabilities on 
run-time [15].

In a study utilizing capability modeling, Loucopoulos et al. 
[16] have analyzed the main challenges regarding requirements 
of developing a dynamic system that is aware of its environ-
ment. The three main challenges that have been elaborated 
concern the following:

• The design challenge is associated to the emergent behavior 
and the dynamics of the system under development and 
its related environment. The implication of this challenge 
is that, apart from the goals elicited through traditional 
requirements engineering processes, a fact that needs to 
be taken into consideration is whether the system needs to 
be able to address emergent goals during its lifetime.

• The modeling challenge is associated to not only expect-
ing but also representing properly system behaviors that 
emerge dynamically. This implies the need for the devel-
opment of approaches that have the potential to represent, 
communicate and analyze the system in a way that guar-
antees that any dynamically emerging requirements will be 
met.

• The predictability challenge is associated to the impact that 
the system itself and its behavior have on the environment. 
This implies the need to take into consideration that the 
system and its context are in a constant dynamic interaction 
and affecting each other, and this impact on both directions 
needs to be predicted.

Finally, what is common among these challenges is that the 
system’s self-awareness during run-time is required, and this 
can be addressed by implementing transformational capabili-
ties in the system in order to enable the potential of a feedback 
functionality [16].

A common approach to describe adaptability is by identify-
ing the dimensions and functionalities of adaptive systems. In 
[17], the concept of adaptability of capabilities is tackled by 
introducing a framework that includes the main dimensions 
and interrelated aspects for analyzing and evaluating enterprise 
adaptability. Their framework consists of three dimensions, 
namely (1) complexity of the environment, (2) managerial pro-
filing and (3) artifact-integrated components. Similarly, Weyns 
et al. [18] and Morandini et al. [19] are two studies that include 
such dimensions. They are described in detail in Sect. 3.4. The 
distinction between functionalities and knowledge in these two 
studies was the inspiration for the framework presented in the 
following section.

3  Research process

This study is part of a project whose aim is to provide 
methodological and tool support for changing organiza-
tions by supporting capability modeling within dynamic 
contexts. The project is elaborated within the design sci-
ence research paradigm [20] and follows the guidelines of 
[21], according to which a method is considered a design 
artifact. The five activities associated with any design sci-
ence project according to [21] are:

1. Explicate problem
2. Outline artifact and define requirements
3. Design and develop artifact
4. Demonstrate artifact
5. Evaluate artifact

In particular, this study concerns the first activity 
included in their design science research method frame-
work, namely “Explicate problem.” This step aims to 
answer the question “What is the problem experienced 
by some stakeholders of a practice and why is it impor-
tant?” [21]. The authors define the term problem as the 
distance between a current state and a desired one [21]. 
This results in a clarification that this step concerns not 
only problems but also opportunities that are explicated 
during the first activity of a design science project. This 
is also the case in this study. It explores which aspects of 
change are being addressed by capability modeling meth-
ods by analyzing change concepts in their respective meta-
models. Therefore, it is the first activity that explicates 
the opportunity to develop a capability modeling method, 
optimized for change modeling and analysis. The research 
process is depicted as a BPMN (Business Process Model 
and Notation) diagram [22] in Fig. 1. It should be noted 
that instead of using tasks, the above-mentioned activities 
have been modeled as sub-processes, in order not only to 
indicate that they are complex activities that consist of 
several tasks but also to reduce the complexity of the dia-
gram. Every sub-process has been modeled separately and 
is described in detail for each research activity in the fol-
lowing sections. The initial task, the collection of the set 
of capability meta-models was followed by the analysis of 
the meta-model statistics, the analysis of the meta-models’ 
development context and the creation of the concept data-
set, which in return, led to the visualization of the meta-
model concepts in a map. In parallel, the development of 
a classification framework for change-related concepts 
provided the necessary tool for creating function-specific 
concept datasets and the respective concepts maps.
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3.1  Capability meta‑model collection

The process of identifying capability meta-models in the lit-
erature was initiated by keyword searches in dblp.org using 
the terms «capabilit* AND model» and Google Scholar 
using the terms «“capability OR capabilities AND model” 
AND “enterprise modelling OR modeling”». The reason 
behind the difference in the search terms lies in the fact that 
dblp.org is a database specialized in computer science lit-
erature; therefore, the search in Google Scholar had to be 
narrowed down with additional search terms. This resulted 
in a set of 672 papers in dblp.org and 169 papers in Scholar.

The process is depicted as a BPMN diagram in Fig. 2.
The inclusion criterion for a study was to contain a con-

ceptual meta-model that contains at least one capability con-
cept. After removing duplicates, a starter set of papers was 
formed and a snowballing technique was applied using the 
references in the papers to identify more sources of meta-
models until a point of saturation had been reached. Several 
included meta-models are different versions belonging to 
the same project; however, they reflect different elaboration 
levels and include variations in their concept sets, and there-
fore, they were deemed worth exploring. Finally, several 

documentations and specifications of enterprise architec-
ture frameworks [23–27] and modeling languages [1, 28] 
that include capability viewpoints were included in order to 
complete the final set of meta-models to be explored. The 
number of the included meta-models is 64. It is worth men-
tioning that approaches based on capability mapping, for 
example [29], despite being valid approaches, have not been 
included in the study unless a meta-model existed as well.

3.2  Exploration of the meta‑models’ development 
context

Another aspect of the capability meta-model set that was 
deemed necessary to explore was the development context 
of the meta-models in terms of the stated desire to address 
dynamic conditions. This was performed by exploring the 
perspectives of the meta-model developers as stated in the 
publications that included the meta-models. The objective 
is to provide quantified results. In order to achieve this, a 
deductive content analysis was performed according to the 
guidelines in [30]. The reason for selecting content analysis 
is that it is more suitable for the quantification of results 
[31].

Fig. 1  The research process of this paper, including several sub-processes

Fig. 2  The meta-model collection sub-process
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Initially, the papers where the 64 capability meta-mod-
els were published were used as the dataset. A publication 
was decided as the unit of analysis to provide insight on 
the development context of every meta-model individu-
ally. In parallel, a categorization matrix was developed to 
drive the activity of categorizing the papers. The matrix 
included the “Dynamic,” “Static” and “Not specified” 
categories to reflect the development context of the meta-
models. “Dynamic” reflects change being part of the 
development context, “Static” when change is excluded 
from the development context and “Not specified” if there 
is no specific description in the paper. Another classifica-
tion concerns whether the context specification is explicit 
or implicit in the text. The categorization matrix is shown 
as Table 1.

After the development of the categorization matrix, the 
data were coded for correspondence with the categories 
included in the matrix. The final step in the content analy-
sis is the report of the findings. The process is depicted 
in Fig. 3.

3.3  Creation of the concept dataset

This step of the research process included the manual extrac-
tion of every class concept from the meta-models in order to 
create a dataset file valid for the visualization tool.

Certain terms have been converted from plural to singu-
lar number, e.g., “resources” to “resource” and British to 
American English. Every single conversion was registered 
as a conversion rule in a thesaurus file which is required for 
the visualization tool, so that any possible future update of 
the dataset treats identical conversions in the same way to 
maintain consistency. Afterward, a reference manager was 
used to create the dataset. The meta-models were created as 
bibliographic objects, and their concepts were added as key-
words to their respective meta-model. The finalized dataset 
was extracted as an.ris file, which is a valid source for the 
visualization and analysis tool. The process is also depicted 
as a BPMN model in Fig. 4.

3.4  Development of classification framework 
for change‑related concepts

In this work, we employ a framework in order to compare 
existing models used for representing capability adaptation. 
The framework is based on work done in the area of adaptive 
IS and contains the basic elements that are needed to express 
adaptability. The process of developing the framework is 
depicted in Fig. 5, which shows the steps in the form of a 

Table 1  The categorization matrix for the content analysis

Dynamic Static Not specified

What is the development context of capability meta-models?
Explicit
Implicit

Fig. 3  The content analysis sub-process

Fig. 4  The concept dataset creation sub-process
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BPMN diagram, in particular, the classification framework 
development sub-process of the general research process.

In order to present the framework, we first introduce the 
work of Weyns et al. [18] and Morandini et al. [19] that the 
framework is inspired from. These studies were found during 
the initial task of literature exploration.

Weyns et al. [18] have conducted a study concerning 
software development; however, their contribution can be 
applied to adaptive and self-adaptive systems in general, 
since software, nowadays, is tightly associated to business, 
being a part of the business or supporting it. Weyns et al. 
suggested that a model should be capable of describing and 
reasoning about (1) how the system monitors the environ-
ment, referring to context-awareness, (2) how the system 
monitors itself, referring to self-awareness, (3) how the sys-
tem adapts itself, and (4) how the system coordinates moni-
toring and adaptation. In addition, the work suggests that 
besides addressing a wide spectrum of perspectives, a model 
should also be extensible for future refinements.

In a similar way, Morandini et al. [19] identify the three 
core functionalities of adaptive and, in particular, self-adap-
tive systems being (a) sensing the environment in order to 
recognize “problems,” (b) taking decisions in which behav-
ior to exhibit, and (c) realizing the behavior change by adap-
tation. They state that, as a result to the above-mentioned 
functionalities, a system needs information about (α) what 
to monitor and for which symptoms, (β) which alternative 
behaviors are available, and (γ) the decision criteria for a 
specific behavior. Thus, they differentiate between needed 
core functions (a–c) and information (α–γ).

As shown in Fig. 6, the two studies are consistent with 
each other and enable a conceptual composition that, in 
return, provides a basis for a capability change concept clas-
sification framework. For instance, how the system monitors 
the environment and itself is associated to the monitoring 
function and to what to monitor and for which symptom 
types of information. How the system adapts itself is associ-
ated to taking a decision on behavior and realization of the 
behavior functions and to the available alternative behaviors 
and decision criteria types of information. The coordina-
tion between monitoring and adaptation is associated to 
the realization of the selected behavior function. This part 
comprises the top-down approach of the framework elabora-
tion; in other words, associated information elements have 
been derived from the main change functions using litera-
ture sources. This led to the three top-level functions of the 
framework: observation, decision and delivery (Table 2).

Identifying the concepts that exist in a capability model 
can also be assisted by a predefined set of adaptability con-
cepts. We here make use of the work by Grabis and Kampars 
[32] that have suggested such a set of concepts, as shown in 
Fig. 7. These concepts are dedicated to adaptive capability 
run-time adjustments consisting of:

• Capability
• KPI
• Goal
• Process
• Adjustment
• Context element

Fig. 5  The framework development sub-process

Fig. 6  The association between the two studies
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To fit these concepts into the three framework functions, 
abstraction has been applied on this set of concepts in order 
to form the second level of the framework. For example, 
“intention” is derived from abstracting “goal,” “measure-
ment” is derived from abstracting “KPI,” and “realization” is 
derived from abstracting “process” (Table 2). Combining the 
result of the abstraction process with the above-mentioned 
findings from literature resulted in a framework for catego-
rizing the adaptability attributes of capabilities in existing 
meta-models.

The complete framework is a combination of a top-down 
approach using the adaptability functions and a bottom-up 
approach using the predefined set of information concepts. 
Overall, the framework describes that change consists of 
functions which consider specific information types. In 
particular, change consists of observation, decision and 
delivery of change. Observation considers the information 
types measurement, context and the system itself; decision 
considers intention elements, decision criteria and existing 
alternatives, as well as delivery considers the realization of 
the capability, the adjustment and the capability architecture, 
as shown in Table 2.

The observation function refers to monitoring a capability 
by capturing external and internal data associated to it. As 
shown in the framework, important information types asso-
ciated to observation are the measurement of a capability’s 
attributes along with the sources of data, both contextual 
and internal (the system itself). On a generic level, obser-
vation elements in a meta-model act as a means to depict 
the sources of data that can be used in order to evaluate a 
capability’s performance. While the external context data 
refer to various aspects of the environment that are affect-
ing a capability, like political, technological, economic, etc., 
the “system itself” refers to all component resources that 
are relevant to the capability. The observation function thus 

makes use of measurements, such as specific KPI:s, based 
on sources of data from the capability’s context and/or from 
its internal resources.

The decision function in the framework refers to all con-
cepts related to the processing of the information captured 
through observation in order to make a decision on capabil-
ity adaptation. The analysis based on the factors that are 
deemed as relevant to the decision is an essential part of this 
function. The actual decision is also included in this part. 
Three information types support the decision function. The 
intention driving the adaptation can be represented by for 
example a desired future state (a goal), or be quantified as 
objectives. Meta-models may also incorporate the ability to 
express alternatives that fulfill the intension. For example, 
alternatives may be expressed as several variations of an 
existing capability design. The information type decision 
criteria captures the information that guides the selection 
of decision alternatives. For example, general policies may 
exist stating an organization’s general direction, or goal. 

Fig. 7  A fragment of capability meta-model, focusing on adjustments, from [32]

Table 2  The classification framework for change-related capability 
concepts

Functions Information types Example concepts

Observation Measurement KPI, metric
Context Context element, environment
System itself Capability, resource

Decision Intention Goal, objective
Alternatives Variation
Criteria Policy

Delivery Realization Process, service
Adjustment Activity modifier
Capability architecture Dependent (capability), spe-

cialized (capability)
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Thus, the decision criteria can be used to complement the 
intension when deciding among alternatives.

Delivery of capabilities refers to how the decision on 
adaptation is applied affecting the way a capability change 
is brought through and how capabilities’ interrelationships 
are affected by run-time adaptations. Important information 
types are the realization and adjustment of the capability and 
the capability architecture existing within an organization. 
Realization, being one of the information types considered 
during delivery, is the capability constituents that may be 
affected by the change. For example, this may concern pro-
cesses, services and any other type of behavior element that 
realizes the capability and delivers value. Adjustment con-
cerns the deployment of change to a capability, for example, 
as an adaptation or transformation of realization elements. 
The capability architecture information type refers to types 
and roles of capabilities. This helps to depict the impact 
of a changing capability to its interrelated capabilities. For 
example, capabilities that depend on other capabilities or 
a specialization or generalization of the changing capabil-
ity are affected by the change and how they are affected is 
reflected in their relation type to the capability. The capabil-
ity architecture reflects the structure of all the capabilities 
that are affected through their various relationship types.

The framework addresses the functions of change from a 
single capability perspective, which means that, even if an 
organization possesses a plethora of capabilities, change is 
treated as a single capability phenomenon which potentially 
affects its interrelated capabilities. In other words, the start-
ing and focal point of a capability change, according to this 
perspective, is always a single capability. In this way, other 
capabilities bear relevance only as being part of the system 
itself, which is observed, and their relevance type with the 
main capability. Capability architecture becomes relevant 
only after the change has been delivered, as an informa-
tion type associated to the impact of a changing capabil-
ity to its interrelated capabilities. The impact of change on 
the capability architecture, via delivery, becomes relevant 
in association with the source change phenomenon. This 
is the reason behind the classification of the capability and 
its related internal capabilities as system information type, 
while any external capabilities are considered part of the 
capability architecture affected during delivery.

The framework’s function elements bear similarities 
to Boyd’s OODA loop [33], from which the functionality 
names “observation” and “decision” have been inspired. 
Similarly to the OODA loop, for which Boyd suggests a 
looping attribute of continuous activity, delivering a capabil-
ity triggers new internal and external phenomena that need 
to be observed. That is, as long as the system exists within 
a dynamic environment, it needs to remain functional to 
respond to any significant changes to its context, even if 
these have been generated by the system itself. This is also 

in line with the predictability challenge [16], which has been 
discussed in a previous section, and suggested that a system 
and its behavior are not only affected by the environment 
but also affecting the environment, which in return, affects 
back the system. So, through the environment, a dynamic 
system is altering itself, and this should be reflected in the 
framework. This is depicted in Fig. 8, which includes, not 
only the function and information elements, but also arrows 
and a circular shape to address functional continuity.

3.5  Meta‑models’ analysis

The meta-model analysis consists of the statistical analysis 
and concept classification activities. Both analysis activities 
begun once the concepts had been extracted from the meta-
models. In addition, statistical analysis and concept classi-
fication occurred in parallel; however, they are depicted as 
two sub-processes in order to simplify the visualization of 
the research process.

3.5.1  Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis of the meta-models, the 64 
capability meta-models that have been identified in the 
literature have been initially classified based on specific 
attributes, i.e., their year of publication, their scope and 
the number of concepts included. While the first two 
attributes are straightforward to obtain, the latter required 
a more complex approach. Regarding their scope, the 
meta-models have been classified in three main categories 

Fig. 8  The classification framework, including the three main change 
functions and their related information elements
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(1) business, (2) IT and (3) both. Every included concept 
is checked to identify if it is a business or IT term. This 
results in a business, IT or hybrid scope for the meta-
model. The process is depicted in Fig. 9.

3.5.2  Concept classification

The analysis of every meta-model was performed indi-
vidually; however, a systematic approach was applied. In 
this section, the analysis method is presented.

The aim of the analysis was to, for each meta-model, 
classify the concepts in the meta-model according to the 
framework and map them to information and function ele-
ments. This means that each of the concepts found in the 
models was categorized as belonging to one of the three 
functional elements (observation, decision, delivery), or 
as not relevant to capability change.

This part of the process is a thematic analysis [34], 
which may be inductive, when a research question is 
derived from the data being analyzed, or theoretical, when 
the analysis is performed driven by a research question. In 
a thematic analysis, six steps are involved, in particular, 
(1) familiarizing with data, (2) generating initial codes, 
(3) searching for themes, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defin-
ing and naming themes and (6) producing the report. In 
this study, the first two steps of the process have been 
omitted, since the concept extraction from the meta-mod-
els has replaced them. The next three steps have been 
performed with a theoretical approach, since the analysis 
is driven by the classification framework. The deviation 
from a traditional thematic analysis lies in the fact that 
the themes are pre-existing. The meta-model concepts are 
used as codes, the information types are used as catego-
ries and the framework’s function elements are used as 
the themes. The concepts that are not relevant to change 
have their own categories as well; however, they are not 
taken into consideration. Finally, the concept maps are 
used as the produced report.

3.5.3  The method consists of the following steps

1. Identification of all elements. The usual element types 
that exist in meta-models are (1) first-class concepts 
(classes), (2) relationships (of classes), (3) attributes, 
(4) inheritance and (5) others [35]. In this analysis, the 
attributes are treated as part of the class elements and 
inheritance is treated as a special case of relationship, 
interpreting it as an “is a” association.

In case several capability meta-model fragments exist, 
as, for example, in viewpoints that are common in enter-
prise architecture frameworks, they have all been considered. 
The information types that are being identified and extracted 
from the meta-model are:

(a) Class element: The classes are the main source of infor-
mation in the meta-models. All the concepts compris-
ing the function-specific sets that are presented in the 
next section have been derived from classes.

(1) Attribute: Attributes have been rare in the meta-
models; however, in some occasions they also pro-
vide insight on capability change.

(b) Association element: The associations consist of sev-
eral parts that can serve as alternative sources of insight 
during the analysis. In particular:

(1) Classes being associated: The two classes being 
connected with an association are its most impor-
tant feature defining the association.

(2) Name of the association: The name of the asso-
ciation has been investigated as well. It is a con-
venient way to identify the existence of implied 
concepts in the model that are related to capability 
change.

(3) Cardinality: The cardinalities in the meta-models 
are also worth exploring, especially in certain 
recursive associations that provide insight on the 
structural perspective, e.g., capability architecture.

Fig. 9  The statistical analysis sub-process
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2. Classification of identified elements.

Initially, the concepts were classified as relevant to capa-
bility change or not. After identifying all relevant model 
elements per type (classes and associations), the associated 
concepts have been classified according to the framework. 
This was initially done by first classifying the concepts based 
on the framework information elements, and, afterward, 
to the framework functions. Certain concepts have been 
straightforward to classify. For example, the concept of goal 
is, by definition, depicting intention; therefore, it is catego-
rized as an intention information element. However, for sev-
eral other concepts there are unique wordings used as class 
names tailored for specific capability modeling approaches. 
In some cases, the concepts were vague and hard to clas-
sify. If so, the paper they were extracted from had to be 
used to provide insight on how the concept has been used 
in the meta-model and its purpose within the given context, 
in other words, the paper clarified the concept semantics. It 
is noteworthy that the vast majority of class concepts were 
semantically analyzed in their respective papers; however, 
this did not apply to the association concepts.

In case a concept was associated to different semantics 
in different papers, which would result in associating it to 
different functions, the most popular approach would be 
selected. If popularity could not be applied, for example due 
to equally popular approaches, the concept would be associ-
ated to both functions. The sub-process is shown in Fig. 10, 
depicted as a BPMN diagram.

3.5.4  An example of meta‑model analysis

In this section, an example of analysis of one of the 64 meta-
models is presented. The specific meta-model, extracted 
from [36], has been selected as an example because it has a 
business scope, includes all three change function type con-
cepts and chronologically is positioned as a relatively recent 
publication. This means that it resembles the majority of the 
meta-models; therefore, it is a representative example. In 
addition, the number of concepts in the model is nine, which 
results in a small size model, convenient for the example 

presentation. Figure 10 depicts the example with the identi-
fied elements marked. It concerns classes and associations. 
No cardinalities have been deemed significant, and no attrib-
utes exist in the meta-model.

All the classes have been categorized according to func-
tion elements, and this is depicted in Fig. 11 as colored 
lines depicting their categorization (colored border com-
bined with a descriptive legend in the figure). In particular, 
blue, gray and orange borders depict observation, decision 
and delivery, respectively. The light green color depicts the 
concepts that have been evaluated as irrelevant to capability 
change. For example, the recursive association “Refined to” 
depicts information about the structure of a goal and does 
not associate directly to intention, alternatives or criteria for 
a decision. It is the “Task goal” that is classified as decision 
element. The meta-model associations are only implying the 
existence of a concept in the meta-model; therefore, their 
association is depicted as a dashed colored border. For exam-
ple, the association name “achieves” implies the existence of 
measurement, which in return, relates to observation accord-
ing to the framework. On its own, it could refer to an inten-
tion element too; however, the association is directed toward 
the intention concept “Mission goal” which is semantically 
associated to intention information type. The result of clas-
sifying the meta-model concepts classification is depicted 
in Fig. 11. It is interesting to note that traditional modeling 
concepts do not apply to the classification process. In par-
ticular, a generalization would indicate that the two concepts 
belong to the same type; however, as shown in the example, 
the two special cases of capabilities are focused on describ-
ing concepts pointing to types of capabilities and not capa-
bilities themselves. The specific concepts, “Simple capabil-
ity” and “Complex capability,” are types that are specifically 
describing capability attributes relevant to capability interre-
lations or capability architecture. Therefore, according to the 
perspective of single capability change, they are associated 
to the delivery function of a capability change according 
to the framework, since simple and complex capability are 
types that become relevant only as far as the delivery of 
change is concerned, even though their superclass, capabil-
ity, is referring to the capability itself, which refers to the 

Fig. 10  The concept classification sub-process
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system itself, the organizational internal context that is being 
observed. The “Complex capability” refers to the fact that 
a capability may contain other capabilities, which directly 
reflects a capability interrelation type; therefore, it is classi-
fied as a delivery concept, in comparison with “Capability.” 
For this reason, the “Capability” concept is classified as a 
concept related to the observation function, similar, to the 
performer, which refers to a human resource, another part 
of the organization system.

3.6  Development of capability meta‑model concept 
map

The purpose of this part of the work is to provide an over-
view of the capability meta-model concepts collected in the 
previous steps. This includes both generic and function-spe-
cific maps. The sub-process is depicted as a BPMN diagram 
in Fig. 12.

Having extracted the concepts and developed a dataset 
using a reference manager, importing it into the VOSviewer 
tool [37] was the next step. The tool uses the VOS (vis-
ualization of similarities) method [38] and is useful in 
showing occurrences and co-occurrences of terms in the 

meta-models, along with a grouping of concepts based on 
common co-occurrences. It is commonly used for the auto-
matic visualization of bibliographic networks but can be 
valuable for visualizing any type of network. In this case, 
the task was performed manually; however, the rest of the 
task has been performed using the tool. Initially, a map was 
selected for creation based on bibliographic data. The analy-
sis and counting method were selected, in particular, an anal-
ysis based on co-occurrence of keywords with full counting 
method, which means that all concepts have the same weight 
without taking into consideration the number of concepts per 
meta-model. The previously developed thesaurus file is also 
imported and the minimum number of concept occurrence is 
selected. Once the selected concepts are verified, an initial 
concept map is generated. Selecting the scale and weight, 
along with the label and line size and normalization method 
finalizes the concept map. The clustering is performed auto-
matically by the tool.

In this study, we are focusing on the class elements 
because they can be subjected to thematic analysis [34] 
resulting in descriptive themes, since their nature is mainly 
descriptive and explicit. The association elements have also 
been thematically analyzed; however, the resulting themes 

Fig. 11  The result of classifying a meta-model’s concepts according to the classification framework, annotated from [36]

Fig. 12  The concept map creation sub-process
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can be considered latent [34], representing underlying mean-
ings, since the associations are naturally bridging first class 
concepts and cannot exist independently. Descriptive themes 
may be identified at the manifest level, which means that 
they are directly observable in the source and are used as 
a way to categorize information, while the latent themes 
involve interpretation [39]. The purpose of the development 
of the concept maps was to provide a descriptive overview 
of the concepts; therefore, the concepts derived from classes 
are included, but the association concepts are excluded, in 
order to maintain the descriptive nature of the maps, and 
avoid possible confusion between existing and implied 
concepts.

3.7  Research validity

This study does not fall in the category of systematic litera-
ture review or mapping study; however, it fulfills the main 
purposes of both research types, which, having explored a 
given domain, synthesize the information and structure the 
identified information, respectively [40]. Therefore, the reli-
ability and validity of this study can be addressed through 
the lens of mapping studies’ validity evaluation guidelines 
[41]. According to these guidelines, five types of validity 
need to be taken into consideration, in particular:

• Descriptive validity

Descriptive validity concerns the accurate communica-
tion of the observed data from the primary sources, espe-
cially regarding the collection of empirical data. This study 
has not involved any empirical data collection; therefore, 
there is no threat for this type of validity.

• Theoretical validity

This is the ability of the study to capture what is intended 
to be captured. It concerns threats existing in two phases 
of the research, in particular, while selecting the studies 
and while extracting data. In the case of this study, both the 
selection of the studies and the extraction of data have been 
performed systematically, and concerned selecting studies 
based on clear criteria and extracting the concepts that were 
included in meta-models with no exception. Therefore, bias 
that could pose any threat to the validity of this study has 
been taken into consideration.

• Generalizability

It concerns the ability of the results to be applicable in 
other contexts. The results of the study are generalizable 
for studies with similar goals, especially considering that 
all vast majority of existing capability meta-models have 

been included; however, different goals may require differ-
ent approaches.

• Interpretive validity

This type of validity refers to possible bias while inter-
preting the data to produce conclusions. In this study, the 
interpretation has been performed and cross-checked by all 
three co-authors to reduce any possible individual bias.

• Repeatability

This type of validity requires detailed reporting of the 
research process. In this study, the extensive and detailed 
method section, including process diagrams, aims to reduce 
any possible threats to validity.

4  Results

This section consists of the findings derived from exploring 
the capability meta-models as found in the literature. The 
majority of the meta-models address a generic business or 
system domain, depending on their scope; however, there 
were a few exceptions where the meta-model was developed 
as a tool for domain-specific design and analysis, for exam-
ple, in the domains of transportation [42], strategic sourcing 
[43] or the military [44].

4.1  Visualization of capability meta‑model concepts

The interconnections among the concepts have been visu-
alized using VOSviewer [37]. A total of 707 unique con-
cepts were identified in the 64 sources. All concepts with at 
least two occurrences are included to avoid domain-specific 
terms that have only been used once. This does not exclude 
domain-specific terms that have been used in different ver-
sions of domain-specific meta-models. All 153 concepts 
with at least two occurrences have been included. Figure 13 
depicts the visualized result. The proportional size of the 
circular elements and their labels reflect their number of 
occurrences across all models, the distance among the ele-
ments reflects their relatedness, and the thickness of the con-
necting lines reflects the strength of the link between the two 
elements, in other words, the frequency of co-occurrence in 
the meta-models [37].

Filtering out the majority of the included concepts by 
setting the occurrence limit to seven occurrences results in 
an abstracted version of the visual network that facilitates 
identifying the most common concepts encountered in capa-
bility meta-models. The abstract version is shown in Fig. 14. 
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The most common concepts encountered in capability meta-
models are:

• Goal
• Resource

• Process
• Service
• Organization
• Role
• Driver

Fig. 13  A map of the identified capability meta-model concepts

Fig. 14  The abstract map of 
concepts
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• Activity
• Value
• Actor
• Requirement
• KPI
• Constraint
• Context

It is notable that the majority of the commonly encoun-
tered concepts are also associated to the adaptability of 
capabilities matching the examples in the framework or 
being associated to the explored information elements. For 
example, activity is a delivery element and requirement is a 
criterion element.

Apart from the identification of the most popular con-
cepts related to capabilities in the existing meta-models, the 
abstracted version of the concept map provides an oppor-
tunity to present the value of a concept map and the infor-
mation it includes. All the concept maps in this paper bear 
the same characteristics; however, the size of the datasets 
that motivate the generation of the concept maps is restric-
tive toward a detailed presentation. For example, while the 
abstracted concept map of Fig. 14 includes 15 concepts, 
which results in 105 link strength values, whose presenta-
tion is feasible within this paper, the concept map in Fig. 13 
consists of 11,628 link strength values, a fact which indicates 
that the analysis of that map is not feasible within this paper. 
However, the map can provide certain insight on these con-
cept relationships. Every line connecting a pair of concepts 
in the map indicates a link between them, in particular, it 
depicts the fact that these two concepts coexist in at least 
one meta-model, for example, the concepts of service and 
context in Fig. 14. As a result, the absence of a line indicates 
that the two concepts do not co-occur in any meta-model, as 
for example, the missing link between the concepts activity 
and KPI. Additionally, the thickness of the line connecting 
two concepts indicates how many co-occurrences of the pair 
exist in the dataset. This is named link strength or associa-
tion strength [37]. A thicker line depicts a higher number 
of co-occurrences. For example, in Fig. 14, the concept of 
capability is connected to the concept of resource with a 
significantly thicker line than its connection to value. The 
concepts are visualized as circles which are called nodes 
[45]. Their size indicates the number of occurrences of the 
concept in the dataset. For example, in the abstracted con-
cept map of Fig. 14, the nodes associated to the concepts of 
resource or goal are bigger than the ones associated to the 
concepts of constraint or role, which means that the concepts 
have been encountered in more meta-models. The colors 
of the nodes and the lines indicate the cluster they belong 
too. The colors bear no semantic meaning and are assigned 
randomly. The clustering is performed automatically by the 
VOSviewer tool using an implemented clustering method 

[46]. For non-bibliometric small scale concept maps like 
the abstracted version in Fig. 14, the value of the clusters 
is limited; however, it still provides an indication of pos-
sible relevant concepts. For example, in the given concept 
map, the concepts of capability, resource, requirement, 
activity, organization and role belong to one cluster, goal, 
process, constraint, driver and KPI to a second one, and ser-
vice, actor, value and context to a third one. The concept 
of capability, being the focal point of this analysis, should 
belong to all clusters; however, this is not possible in the 
tool. The first cluster seems to encompass concepts related 
to the organizational infrastructure aspect of capabilities, 
while the second one indicates their goal fulfilling aspect. 
Finally, the last cluster seems to encompass concepts related 
to a value-delivering aspect of capabilities. In any case, these 
are mere indications and, in addition, automated clustering 
results should be subjected to expert validation [46].

Table  3 includes the dataset of all the associations 
between the concepts, and their occurrences, which moti-
vated the generation of the concept map of Fig. 14.

The same type of analysis can be performed for all the 
concept maps; however, the size of the respective datasets 
would render the resulting table impossible to present within 
this paper.

4.2  Capability meta‑model development context

The content analysis facilitated the exploration of the devel-
opment context of the capability meta-models. The results 
of the analysis uncover how the included set of meta-models 
is related to a dynamic context through the perspectives of 
the meta-model developers, as stated explicitly or implic-
itly in the publications. The results indicate a strong rela-
tion between capability modeling and the need to address 
a dynamic context. The vast majority of the publications 
include statements about capabilities existing in changing 
environments and their meta-models aiming to depict this 
condition. Statements about dynamic contexts have been 
more common than about static contexts. 54 out of 64 pub-
lications include explicit dynamic context statements, and 
9 include implicit dynamic statements. Fourteen of these 
publications also have explicit statements about static con-
text, which means that 40 publications mentioned dynamic 
but no static context. In addition, one publication has no 
explicit statements about either context type; in other words, 
there were no publications with exclusively static context 
statements. Table 4 depicts the distribution of the publica-
tions using the categorization matrix that drove the content 
analysis.

It is not feasible to report the analysis in full extend in this 
article; therefore, a fragment of the analysis follows, includ-
ing representative examples of the capability meta-model 
development context, according to the predefined categories.
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4.2.1  Dynamic context

The dynamic context existing in the publications has been 
identified via a diverse set of keywords and phrases refer-
ring to it. For example, it can be concluded that the meta-
model of Azevedo et al. [47] considers a dynamic context 
from their statement: “This approach is especially valuable 
to competitive and changing environments, which requires 
both planning and ability to adapt.”. The codes “change” 
and “adapt” are derived from this phrase which connect it 
to a dynamic context and result in the meta-model being 
categorized as developed for a dynamic context. The same 
applies in another example, where Loucopoulos and Kavakli 
[48]  also make their perspective clear with the following 
statement: “…the work presented in this paper is based 
on the need for the design of services that meet the chal-
lenges of alignment, agility and sustainability in relation to 
dynamically changing enterprise requirements.”. The com-
mon codes that were derived from the entire set of publica-
tions and explicitly relate to a dynamic context are “change,” 
“adapt,” “modify,” “transform,” “adjust,” “dynamic envi-
ronment,” “turbulent environment” and “transition.” In a 
few cases, the identification of the dynamic context used 
the meta-model concepts as a complementary source, as, 
for example, in [49], that includes the concept “Capability 
Transformation” and [50], which includes drivers, govern-
ance and motivation of change. In addition, in two enterprise 
architecture meta-models, information about the develop-
ment context was acquired from their websites. In the case of 
MoDAF, the statement “The Ministry of Defence Architec-
ture Framework (MODAF) is an internationally recognized 
enterprise architecture framework developed by the Ministry 
of Defence (MOD) to support defence planning and change 
management activities.”, exists only on the website [51] and 
not in the published specification.

The publications where the dynamic context was implic-
itly existing required a deeper analysis with periphrastic 
coding. For example, [52] has no explicit statements about 
a dynamic context; however, the TOGAF [25] standards 
are adopted and employed, which include an explicitly 
dynamic context. In another example, Walker [53] states 
that “Capabilities planning is intended to facilitate trade 
decisions across capabilities, across components, and 
between warfighting and enterprise needs,” which implies Ta
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Table 4  The distribution of meta-models based on the results of the 
content analysis

Dynamic (exclusively) Dynamic or static Not specified

What is the development context of capability meta-models?
Explicit 40 (~ 62.5%) 14 (~ 22%) 0
Implicit 9 (~ 14%) 1 (~ 1.5%) 0
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an environmental dynamism and capability change without 
stating it explicitly.

Because of their explicit relation to change, the concepts 
of the meta-models of this category were included in the 
concept dataset. The papers that belong to this category are 
[13, 26, 42–44, 47, 49, 50, 54–85] (explicit) and [52, 53, 
86–92] (implicit).

4.2.2  Dynamic or static context

Taking into consideration that there were no publications 
describing an exclusively static context, this category con-
cerns the ones that describe both types of context. All the 
statements about static context were included as a means 
to acknowledge the two types and in many cases, compare 
them. The following excerpt from [93] is representative of 
this category: “The specification of a SOA is presented as a 
UML model and those models are generally considered to be 
static; however, any of SoaML constructs could just as well 
be constructed dynamically in response to changing condi-
tions. Capabilities represent an abstraction of the ability to 
affect change.”. In another representative example from [36] 
“…it is necessary to incorporate static concepts […] into 
dynamic concepts of system execution.”.

In the one publication [94] whose development context 
was categorized as “Implicit,” there were implications of 
a dynamic context; however, they were not deemed strong 
enough to be categorized as explicitly dynamic. In particu-
lar, it is stated that “Capability maximum can be modified by 
changes the numbers of resources, […] values of attributes 
of resources and by changing the process.”, which is relevant 
to change but it is unclear, whether a dynamic context is 
explicitly considered or it is a simple mention to changing 
attributes.

Being relevant to change, the publications and meta-mod-
els assigned to this category have also been included in the 
concept dataset. This category’s publications are [1, 23–25, 
27, 36, 48, 93, 95–100] (explicit) and [94] (implicit).

4.2.3  Not specified

No publications with no references to their meta-models’ 
development context were identified, which can be consid-
ered well in line with the principles for academic and techni-
cal publications in this field.

4.2.4  A fragment of the analysis table

Due to the lack of space, it is not feasible to present the 
entire analysis table; therefore, Table 5 shows an illustrative 
sample of the analysis.

4.3  Meta‑model statistics

The meta-models that have a business scope have their 
classes named using exclusively business terms, for exam-
ple, “value” [67], “opportunity” [99] and “resource” [47]. 
The ones that have an IT scope consist exclusively of classes 
named after IT terms, like “attribute value” [61], “binary 
value” [56] and “service interface” [93]. The third type of 
meta-model based on their scope is the one that includes 
both business and IT terms. 48 out of 64 meta-models (75%) 
have a business scope, 4 of them (6.25%) have an IT scope, 
and 12 (18.75%) have a hybrid business and IT scope. This 
distribution is illustrated in a pie chart in Fig. 15.

The publications from which the meta-models have been 
extracted range from 2005 to 2018. The bar chart of Fig. 16 
depicts the number of meta-models per year and per scope.

Regarding the number of concepts per meta-model, it 
has been calculated using only the number of concepts that 
existed as classes. There has been significant diversity in 
the results. In particular, the lowest number of concepts in 
a meta-model was 5 and the highest was 51. Overall, the 
average number of concepts in the entire set of meta-models 
is approximately 17.48, the median is 14, and the standard 
deviation is approximately 10.23. The concept number range 
is 5–51.

The vast majority of the meta-models have a business 
scope, their average number of concepts in is approximately 
18.13, the median is 14.5, and the standard deviation is 
approximately 10.78. In the business and IT scope set of 
meta-models, the average concept count is approximately 
17.33, the median is 15, and the standard deviation is 8.06. 
The concept number ranges are 6–51 and 5–34, respectively. 
The results of these two subsets do not differ much from 
each other. However, when it comes to the minority of the 
meta-models, the ones with an IT scope, the results are dif-
ferent. The average concept count in this subset is 10.25; the 
median is 8.5 with a standard deviation of approximately 
5.54. The concept number ranges from 5 to 19.

In order to illustrate the distribution of capability meta-
models based on the number of included concepts, a box and 
whiskers graph with inclusive median calculation of quar-
tiles and outlier points has been created to facilitate visual 
comparison. The result is presented in Fig. 17. The means 
is marked with an “x” in the boxes, and the line depicts the 
median.

4.4  Function‑specific findings

The initial classification of concepts enabled the potential 
to identify the distribution of function-specific concepts in 
the meta-models. As a result, a classification of the meta-
models was possible, based on which types of change func-
tions they have implemented. In particular, the majority of 
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the analyzed capability meta-models included at least one 
concept of each change function type. More specifically, 42 
out of 64 meta-models (65.6%) included concepts associated 
to all three functions, observation, decision and delivery. 
Concepts associated only to observation and decision existed 
in 7 meta-models (10.9%), while decision and delivery only 
existed in 6 meta-models (9.4%) and observation and deliv-
ery in 4 of the meta-models (6.3%). There were also meta-
models where only one of the change functions was identi-
fied through associated concepts. Regarding meta-models 
that depicted decision only and delivery only, there were 
2 of each type (3.1% each) and 1 (1.6%) that included only 
observation concepts. Figure 18 depicts a Venn diagram that 
represents this classification.

In addition, Chi-square tests [101] were conducted to 
identify whether significant associations existed among the 
three change functions’ concepts’ existence in meta-models. 
In other words, the tests were performed to test the hypoth-
esis that the existence of one type of concepts in a meta-
model was significantly associated to the existence of any 
other type. For example, including decision concepts may 
have been associated to the inclusion of observation con-
cepts. However, the tests that were conducted to test every 

possible correlation proved that no significant associations 
exist.

Table 5  A fragment of the analysis table developed during the content analysis

Excerpt Codes Category

[54] “This study seeks to analyze, design and implement a software prototype which 
integrates business architecture capabilities and design models to facilitate change 
impact analysis.”

Change Dynamic (explicit)

[57] “A capability represents a manageable unit of change…” Change Dynamic (explicit)
[71] “…it will enable more effective management of complex and multi-faceted transfor-

mations needed to keep up with rapid change…”
Transformation, Change Dynamic (explicit)

[96] “Capability-oriented enterprise modeling can provide an effective and promising 
solution to face well-known problems in changing environments.”

“…Capability requires Process […] for modeling the static aspects of the busi-
ness…”

Change static Dynamic static (Explicit)

[72] “In order to survive, organization should engage on search operations which involve 
the evaluation of the current situation and changes to the organizational capabili-
ties, if needed.”

Change Dynamic (explicit)

[75] “Two themes stand out as reasons for using capabilities connected to other elements: 
describing a company, and govern changes.”

Change Dynamic (explicit)

[93] “The specification of a SOA is presented as a UML model and those models are 
generally considered to be static, however any of SoaML constructs could just as 
well be constructed dynamically in response to changing conditions. Capabilities 
represent an abstraction of the ability to affect change…”

Static change Dynamic static (Explicit)

[90] “Capability descriptions […] are split into information transformation and state of 
the world change…”.

“…information transformation and state of the world changes define the capabil-
ity…”

Change transformation Dynamic (implicit)

[80] “Based on a maturity assessment, an organization can target a capability increment 
to improve its capabilities and their maturities by undergoing a change initiative to 
increase performance for a particular capability.” 

Improvement change Dynamic (explicit)

[83] “dynamically adjusts role and permission assignments based on contextual informa-
tion”

“the model addresses the issue of flexible delegation of capabilities”

Adjustment flexibility Dynamic (explicit)

Fig. 15  The distribution of meta-models based on their scope
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4.4.1  Findings for observation

The majority of the meta-models, in particular, 54 out of 
64, included at least one concept associated to observation.

There have been several similarities and differences 
identified among the models during the analysis. Context 
seems to be one of the more common concepts included 
in a capability meta-model. However, various terms have 
been used to describe it, sometimes using similar terms, for 
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Fig. 16  Capability meta-model distribution per scope and year of publication

Fig. 17  A box and whiskers 
graph depicting the distribution 
of concept count in capability 
meta-models, overall and per 
scope
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example, context, environment or ecosystem, or by special-
izing the included model concepts like environmental factor 
[76], situation [95], location [72], service context [64] or 
context set [99]. The same trend has been observed concern-
ing measurement and metrics. Measurement [54], calcula-
tion [96], computation action [88] and assessment [73] are 
examples of similar concepts that refer to the activity of 
measuring a capability. There are also specializations of the 
concept, e.g., capability calculation [48] and scorecard [65]. 
An interesting fact concerning measurement is that many of 
the meta-models have selected to include the concept not 
as a class item, but as an association between classes. The 
textual descriptions of the associations are also diverse. A 
few examples of measurement-related associations are “used 
to evaluate” [57], “measures” [58], “measured by” [1] and 
“assessed by” [80]. The metric, as a standard of measure-
ment, also exists in various similar forms. The most common 
terms that exist in the meta-models in order to address met-
rics are metric [42, 43, 70, 98] and indicator [1], especially 
defined as key performance indicator (KPI) [49, 52, 57, 75, 
80, 99]. Several similar or specialized forms exist as well, for 
example, business KPI, asset KPI [49] and assessment met-
ric [50]. Some models use the terms value and property as a 
way to express metrics, like capability value [56], attribute 
value [61] capability property [63] and property value [91].

Apart from the examples provided above, the complete 
set of class concepts associated to observation is listed in 
Table 6 along with the number of occurrences in the meta-
model. Forty-nine concepts have been included in this set. 
Regarding the details of how they are associated to each 
other in terms of co-occurrence, relatedness and clustering 
an observation-specific concept map has been developed as 
shown in Fig. 19.

4.4.2  Findings for decision

Led by the popularity of the concepts depicting intention, 
this set of concepts concerning decision has been the most 
popular one. Only seven out of the 64 meta-models have not 
included any decision concepts.

A capability is meant to fulfill a purpose. Hence, the 
intention concepts are the most popular theme among the 
ones explored in this study. There have been several similar 
concepts to depict intention with the most popular being 
goal as, for example in [82, 94, 102], followed by driver, 
as in [54, 55, 57, 74], objective, as in [78] and requirement 
[42]. Other variations that have been used to depict intention 
are business goal [87], capability goals [53], task and mis-
sion goal [36], mission [79], desired effect [86], need [85] 
and enterprise vision as in [26]. There also exist specific 
intention concepts like competitive advantage and superior 
profit [103]. Finally, there are associations that imply inten-
tionality, e.g., the association “accomplishes” [97].

Capability alternatives have been modeled by various 
means. The most self-explanatory terms used are current 
and planned capability [53], current and desired capability 
[49], and emerging capability [69]. Less intuitively named 
concepts that, however, imply the existence of capability 
alternatives are process variant [1], alternative relation [13], 
capability enabling bundle [47], the attribute “potential” in 
a capability class [59], along with the concepts configura-
tion [43] and capability configuration [76], which imply the 
existence of multiple configurations for a capability.

The criteria for decisions on capability adaptations or 
adjustments have been modeled with a diversity of terms 
as well. Any concept that guides or affects a decision can 
belong to this set. A few examples that exist in the meta-
models are condition and rule [86], plan [92], capability 
planning [44], policy [60], course of action [24], guidance 
[72], capability roadmap [50], capability offer [28] or even 
more specialized like contextual constraints [83].

Just like the observation-specific concept map that was 
presented in the previous section, a decision-specific con-
cept map has been developed too, in order to depict all the 
information regarding the relations among the decision con-
cepts derived from meta-model classes. The concept map 
is presented in Fig. 20. Complementing the examples dis-
cussed above, the complete set of decision concepts identi-
fied through the meta-model analysis is included in Table 7. 
The number of concepts included in this set is 38.

4.4.3  Findings for delivery

This set of concepts has also been widely observed due to 
the inclusion of realization concepts. Only ten among the 64 
selected meta-models did not contain any realization, adjust-
ment or capability architecture concepts.

Fig. 18  The distribution of meta-models based on the included func-
tion-specific concepts
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In the vast majority of capability definitions, the concept 
is considered associated to the delivery of value. Therefore, 
a capability that changes is most likely to affect its deliv-
ery as well. Examples of the most common concepts that 
exist in meta-models and reflect capability realization are 
the concepts of process, as in [77], business process [55], 
service [67, 68], business service [25], behavior element 
[47], capability realization [93], task [89], action [62] and 
activity [27]. There have also been associations depicting 
delivery for example “delivers” [80] and “realizes” [84]. 

Activity modifier [100] and adjustment [24] are interesting 
concepts, since they refer specifically to the modification of 
the capability.

Several approaches have been selected as well to address 
capability architecture in the meta-models. The concept 
refers to capability interrelationships and interactions. First 
of all, distinguished classes have been used, for example, 
capability composition [78], capability dependency [23] 
or capability relation [13]. In addition, several associations 
have been used to depict capability relationships, recursive 

Table 6  The complete set of 
observation class concepts 
identified, along with 
their associated number of 
occurrences in the meta-models

Capability 57 Internal capability 3 Enumeration value 2
Resource 21 Measurable property 3 Environment 2
Organization 11 Structure element 3 Location 2
Role 9 Ability 2 Location type 2
Actor 8 Actual organization 2 Operational entity 2
KPI 8 Actual organization resource 2 Organizational capability 2
Context 7 Assessment 2 Organizational unit 2
Measure 6 Business item 2 Owner 2
Metric 5 Calculation 2 People 2
Performer 5 Capability context 2 Person 2
System 5 Capacity 2 Person type 2
Asset 4 Context indicator 2 Range value 2
Business Capability 3 Context type 2 Resource type 2
Context element 3 Dynamic value 2 Situation 2
Context element range 3 Ecosystem 2 Skillset 2
Context set 3 Enterprise 2 Software 2
Indicator 3

Fig. 19  The observation-spe-
cific concept map
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associations of capabilities being the most common case 
observed. In particular, “has” [55], “realizes” [47], “interacts 
with” [59], “specifies” and “extends” [90], aggregation [62], 
“can be combined with,” “is decomposed into” and “used 
by” [70], “contains” [26] and “is part of” [87] are only a few 
examples of recursive associations. Finally, specializations 
and generalizations have been used to depict capability inter-
relations. In particular, examples of specializations of capa-
bility are external capability [13], simple and complex capa-
bility [36], business capability and technological capability 
[70]. These concepts express relevant capabilities or their 
types, in association to the main capability change phenom-
enon; therefore, they cannot be classified as system itself 
(observation) but are only taken into consideration through 
the impact on them and their associations, which is gener-
ated by the changing capability. Meta-capability connected 

to capability with an association “alters/designs” [64] is 
another way selected to depict capability interrelationships.

A delivery-specific concept map has been developed 
as well in order to depict how the concepts associated to 
this function are related to each other in the analyzed meta-
models from the literature. It is presented in Fig. 21. The 
number of included concepts is 31, and they are all presented 
in Table 8.

5  Discussion

In order to facilitate the development of a modeling method 
for capability adaptation, we have opted toward the analy-
sis of the concepts comprising a meta-model that have the 
potential to be included in a future meta-model used in the 

Fig. 20  The decision-specific 
concept map

Table 7  The complete set of 
decision concepts identified, 
along with their associated 
number of occurrences in the 
meta-model classes

Goal 23 Course of action 3 Gap 2
Driver 9 Enterprise vision 3 Need 2
Requirement 8 Influencer 3 Organizational norm 2
Value 8 Mission 3 Policy 2
Constraint 7 Plan 3 Project milestone 2
Project 6 Belief 2 Protocol 2
Concern 4 Competitive advantage 2 Result 2
Enterprise goal 4 Conditional value 2 Standard 2
Objective 4 Configuration no longer used 2 Strategy 2
Rule 4 Constrained value 2 Variation aspect 2
Stakeholder 4 Contract 2 Variation point 2
Business goal 3 Desired effect 2 Vision statement 2
Condition 3 Efficiency 2
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method instead of analyzing the meta-models holistically. 
The context in which the components of a meta-model 
have originated from remains significant; therefore, before 
developing the concept dataset, a content analysis was per-
formed on the papers to identify if the developers of the 
meta-models considered a dynamic or static context for their 
artifacts. The vast majority of the meta-models’ develop-
ment context are relevant to a dynamic context. This finding 
indicates not only the suitability of the meta-model concepts 
for the change-related analysis and classification, but also a 
strong association between the concepts of capability and 
change, as existing in the literature. In addition, the meta-
model scope and domain specification attributes have been 
taken into consideration.

The exploration of the diversity of the existing capability 
meta-models has provided valuable insights into modeling 
of capability adaptability. The exploration has also provided 
the opportunity to identify specific areas of improvement. 
In this section, we examine the implications of the findings 
concerning the meta-models based on their diversity and the 
potential to use them for future improvements when it comes 
to modeling of capability adaptability.

5.1  Capability meta‑model diversity

The diversity of the surveyed meta-models has been 
addressed using several different factors and a number of 
findings have been derived, respectively.

5.1.1  Diversity by scope and number of concepts

Regarding the distribution of models based on the number 
of concepts and their scope, it is notable that the business 
and business combined with IT scopes are similar. However, 
the IT scope set of meta-models has a significantly lower 
number of concepts. This can be explained by the fact that 
meta-models with IT scope have been extracted from publi-
cations whose nature can be considered more technical and 
they usually aim for a focused solution of specific problems. 
Therefore, a smaller number of precise concepts of techni-
cal nature that are relevant to the problem being addressed 
is probably considered a more efficient way of modeling 
capabilities with an IT scope. On the contrary, the business 
and hybrid meta-models include more concepts related to 
broader perspectives of the capability and the organization 
that owns it. This makes sense if the fact that a capability, 
by definition, encompasses a wide spectrum of core busi-
ness concepts, is taken into consideration. Our conclusion 
is that the model detail needs to fit into the domain where it 
is applied, and currently, the IT design domain apparently 
is in favor of narrower in scope but more detailed models.

5.1.2  Diversity by change function inclusion

The analysis of the meta-models based on change functions 
(observation, decision, delivery) resulted in several findings. 
First of all, the differences of the function-specific sets, in 

Fig. 21  The delivery-specific 
concept map
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terms of quantity of included concepts, were not vast, yet 
they cannot be ignored. The observation-specific set was the 
largest and the delivery-specific set was the smallest; this 
indicates that the developers of capability meta-models to 
date have expressed a greater interest in modeling the obser-
vation function of capability change, somewhat less interest 
about the decisions concerning the change, and noticeably 
less about the delivery of the capability and the change. Our 
conclusion is that what remains to be explored as part of our 
future work is if the observation function is more demanding 
in terms of required concepts or if it is a mere coincidence 
and the functions should be balanced when it comes to the 
coverage in terms of concepts.

5.1.3  Diversity in domain‑specific concepts

As far as the modeling of adaptive capabilities is concerned, 
there are areas in which improvements are deemed neces-
sary. Despite the differences concerning the scope of the 
explored meta-models, being business, IT or both, or their 
domain, being general purpose or domain-specific (e.g., 
military or transportation), important similarities have been 
identified in the form of commonly used concepts. Even 
when comparing domain-specific models, there are major 
similarities despite the non-overlapping domains. This indi-
cates that the utility of modeling capabilities is not bound 
to specific domains, and improving capability adaptability 
may have a major impact in several domains.

A fact that needs to be taken into consideration is that 
not all capability meta-models address adaptability in detail 
but this cannot be considered a deficiency. Domain-specific 
approaches serve their purpose by including the specifics of 
the given domain. Every model or meta-model is an artifact 
developed in order to address these specific purposes. How-
ever, a conclusion here is that adaptability is becoming the 
new constant in enterprise transformation, and hence, enter-
prise modeling methods, which are used to support organiza-
tions, should aim to support the transformation regardless of 
the application domain.

5.1.4  Diversity in concept semantics

During the analysis step of cross-checking the concept 
semantics throughout the papers in which they were intro-
duced, no contradicting approaches have been identified. 
For example, a concept being associated to entirely differ-
ent semantics in two meta-models. On the contrary, even not 
identical, yet similar, concepts are often associated to the 
same semantics. In addition, even though there have been 
numerous variations of similar concepts, the meta-models 
bear more similarities than differences. From the perspective 
of our classification framework, the meta-models bear differ-
ences on the concept level, but once abstraction is applied to 
the concepts and they are mapped to the information types, 
the meta-models all are more similar than one would expect 
on the outset. This argument is also supported by the fact 
that on the higher level of the framework, on the change 
function level, the majority of the meta-models address all 
three functions. In this regard, our conclusion is that it is 
reasonable that a meta-model used for expressing capability 
adaptability covers all of the three functions.

5.2  Toward improving capability modeling 
for adaptation

Several modeling practices have been deemed useful for 
improving modeling for adaptive capabilities. These will 
also serve as guidance for our future work.

5.2.1  Meta‑model alignment

When creating a meta-model to support capability adapt-
ability, the initial idea could be to compose a capability 
change meta-model by combining all the examined meta-
models. However, this may not lead to an ideal model. The 
resulting meta-model may simply not possess the com-
bined properties of the combined meta-models. From a 
logic perspective, the composition fallacy, which is based 
on the mistaken assumption that what is true for the parts 

Table 8  The complete set of 
delivery concepts identified, 
along with their associated 
number of occurrences in the 
meta-models

Process 12 External capability 3 Capability ecosystem 2
Service 12 Function 3 Capability realization 2
Activity 9 Information system service 3 Capability relation 2
Business service 6 Operational activity 3 Capability specialization 2
Business process 5 Resource interaction 3 Capability type 2
Task 5 Work package 3 Meta-capability 2
Behavior element 3 Action 2 Plateau 2
Capability composition 3 Adjustment 2 Process variant 2
Capability dependency 3 Capability configuration 2 Service context 2
Capability increment 3 Capability delivery pattern 2 Service ecosystem 2
Enduring task 3
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is also true for the whole that is composed of these parts 
[104], may be a useful principle guiding the process in 
order to avoid problematic generalizations. This applies 
also to cases where multiple models are combined as ele-
ments to form a single “mega-model” [105]. This approach 
of combining models has been suggested concerning capa-
bility meta-models, but then it was specifically referring to 
the observation function of the capability’s context [106]. 
Therefore, instead of concentrating efforts on creating a 
mega-model, alternative ways to address this need to be 
employed. In, particular, this study, through the identifica-
tion and classification of change-related function-specific 
concepts that have been extracted from a plethora of exist-
ing meta-models, has contributed toward the alignment of 
modeling approaches. The fact that the meta-model con-
cepts that were identified as the most common are signifi-
cantly overlapping with the ones that address the adaptive 
nature of capabilities, means that the task of improving 
capability modeling for adaptations is an achievable task 
since a solid core set of concepts already exists. Our con-
clusion is that rather than creating a mega-model, it may 
be more useful to perform an alignment of meta-models 
merging all the relevant concepts. An alignment of capa-
bility concepts has been suggested before, due to the dif-
ferent levels of design details in the existing meta-models 
[3]; however, this study contributes by decomposing the 
meta-models and classifying the concepts as a preparatory 
step for alignment.

5.2.2  Reducing the level of abstraction

The analysis of the meta-models identified that abstract 
concepts exist in several of them. The associations between 
these concepts and the concept of capability are sometimes 
not entirely clear, which can be a possible source of confu-
sion. For example, the concept Gap in [25, 74] could be 
an efficient way to identify the need for change adaptation. 
However, it needs to be decomposed before being valuable 
for capability adaptation. Our conclusion is that reducing the 
level of abstraction is one way toward improved support of 
modeling capability adaptation. For every abstract concept, 
the relevant concepts associating it to capabilities need to be 
identified, in order to clarify the relation, its purpose, and to 
ensure that no significant information is missing.

5.2.3  Including latent and missing concepts

A finding that can assist the development of a capability 
change modeling method is associated to a phenomenon 
whose occurrence in the meta-models is quite common—
there are concepts that are not included as classes or even 
associations; however, their existence and relation are 
implied. This is also relevant to the analysis of association 

concepts which, as mentioned earlier, can result in latent 
concepts with underlying meanings [39]. For example, 
“capability meets goal” implies a measurement concept. In 
another example, the association “accomplishes” implies the 
existence of a goal and associated measurements. There-
fore, even if the focus of this study has been on class con-
cepts, the presentation of the association concepts that we 
consider as a source of latent themes in our results should 
facilitate the identification of any implied concepts. From 
a meta-modeling perspective, any association and relation-
ship are instantiations of a relationship class that exists in a 
meta-meta-model [35] and this needs to be taken into con-
sideration before the development of a capability modeling 
method. Including any implied concepts is another way to 
optimize the meta-models toward the adaptation or self-
adaptation of capabilities.

Finally, there are probably concepts that can provide 
valuable assistance in modeling adaptive capabilities that 
remained unidentified and not implied during the explora-
tion of the existing meta-models; however, they should be 
included in a method for capability modeling. Identifying 
these concepts is another future step of this research project 
as a means to achieve optimization of capability modeling.

6  Conclusions

A wide variety of capability modeling approaches exists, and 
a variety of concepts related to transformation and adapta-
tion are included as elements of their respective meta-mod-
els. The general aim of this article was to assist the develop-
ment of a modeling method for capability-oriented systems 
and organizations by exploring the diversity of the exist-
ing capability meta-models and identify opportunities for 
improvements. A framework that facilitates the classification 
of change-related concepts in capability meta-models has 
been presented. The framework contains the main function-
alities of an adaptive or self-adaptive capability-oriented sys-
tem. Observation, decision and delivery are the main func-
tion elements. Each of these functional elements is further 
specified in a set of information elements. The framework 
has been used to analyze 64 capability meta-models. As a 
result, an overview of the concepts in the meta-models and 
their association to function elements has been investigated. 
This analysis contributes toward the identification of the 
concepts required for an improved modeling method that 
focuses on the dynamic adaptation of capabilities.
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